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In a previous paper 191, we observed a close relationship between the 
generalized @-core U,.(G) of a finite group G (i. e., roughly speaking, the 
$-core one has quite often to work with in pure group theory if one leaves 
the class of p-solvable groups) and the principal p-block. It turned out that 
O,,(G), with modifications for p= 2, coincides with 0,&G), the group 
generated by the support of the centrally primitive idempotent f,(G) 
corresponding to the principal p-block. This observation was the central 
point for a number of new results in modular representation theory, which 
indicate that 0,&G) may be viewed as the generalized $-core in modular 
representation theory. From this point of view it is worth paying more 
attention to this group. 
Thus the aim of this note is to polish the theory around O1,(G) and to 
see the connection with O,.(G) in a new light. All groups under con- 
sideration are finite, all modules finitely generated modules over some 
group algebra FG where F always denotes a field of characteristic p > 0. 
The author wishes to thank the referee for many helpful suggestions con- 
cerning the revision of an earlier version of this paper. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
Let B,(G) denote the principal p-block of FG and let fo(G) be the cen- 
trally primitive idempotent corresponding to B,(G). 
1.1. DEFINITION. (a) Iff,(G) = Cgcc a,g (uR E F), we put 
suppf,(G)= {glgEG, a,+@ 
(b) Let O,(G) be the subgroup of G generated by suppf,(G). 
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Clearly, 0,&G) is a characteristic subgroup of G and O,(G) depends only 
on G and the characteristic of F, since 
,fO( G) = lim 
II + cc (IG,,l -I c x)‘“, .Y tGp. 
where G,,, denotes the set of all p-regular elements of G (see [S]). 
1.2. LEMMA. Let H he a normal subgroup of G and let P be a Sylow p- 
subgroup of H. Assume that one of the following conditions holds: 
(i) O,(G) E H or 
(ii) C,(P) E H. 
Then fo( H) = fo( G). In particular, O,& H) = O,(G). 
ProofI If the condition (i) holds the proof is trivial. For (ii), a proof is 
given in [lo, Lemma 1.31. 
1.3. Remark. Let K be a p-adic field of characteristic 0 and let R be the 
ring of p-local integers in K. Furthermore, let - denote the natural 
epimorphism from R onto the residue field F. We may assume that K is a 
splitting field for G. Then 
g,(G)= 1 c xw’Ml)g ycc ~~lrr,y(G)n&,(G) ICI 
is the centralkprimitive idempotent of RG corresponding to the principal 
p-block, and g,(G) = fo( G). 
As in 1.1 we may define O,,(G) = (supp g,(G)). In general, 
supp fo( G) # supp g,(G). For instance, let G = M,, , the smallest Mathieu 
group, and let p = 2. If x is an element of order 5 in G, then x E Supp g,,(G), 
but x4w~fo(G). 
Nevertheless, O,,(G) = Of,(G) in any case. This can be seen as follows. 
Put H = O,(G). It is sufficient to show that O,,(G) s H. By 1.2(i), we 
have 
d@=fo(G)=fdW=d% 
Since g,(H) is a central idempotent in RG, the uniqueness theorem of a lift 
forces gO( G) = gO( H). Hence O,,,(G) c H = O,,(G). 
1.4. DEFINITION (Bender [ 1 I). (a) A group G is called a p*-group if 
the following two conditions hold: 
(i) OP(G) = G, i. e., G does not have a nontrivial p-factor group. 
(ii) Whenever N a G and P E Syl,(N), then G = NC,(P). 
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(b) O,.(G) = (NI N d G, N is a p*-group) is called the generalized 
p’-core of G. 
In contrast to [9], the only fact we need for the sequel from p*-theory is 
this definition. But for a better understanding, let us recall the following 
main results all due to Bender in [ 11. 
1.5. THEOREM (Bender). (a) O,,(G) is the largest normal p*-subgroup 
of G. 
(b) O,,(N,(P)) = O,,(C,(P)) c O,.(G) ,for all p-subgroups P of G. 
(cl V PE W,,(O,.,,,(G)), then C,(P) c O,P.,(G). 
(d) G is p-constrained if and only if O,*(G) = O,,(G). 
2. RESULTS ON O,(G) 
2.1. THEOREM. O,,,(G) is a p*-group. In particular, O,(G) s O,.(G). 
ProoJ: Put H:= O,“(G). We have to check the two conditions in 1.4. 
The first one, OP(H) = H, follows immediately from Osima’s result that the 
support of fo(G) contains only p-regular elements [7, Chap. III, 2.81. Thus 
it remains to show that whenever N 9 H and PE SylJN), then 
H = NC,(P). 
By the Frattini argument, we have 
X:= NC,(P) _a NN,( P) = H. 
Now choose P, E Syl,(X) with P E P,. Since C,( P,) s C,(P) c X, Lem- 
ma 1.2(ii) yields that 
0,&J-) = O,(H). 
From part (i) of 1.2 we get O,,(G) = O,,(H), hence O,,(G) = 0,&X) G 
XzH. 
2.2. THEOREM. O,,( NJ P)) = O,( C,( P)) c O,(G) for all p-subgroups P 
of G. 
Proof: One version of Brauer’s third main Theorem tells us that the 
pairs (P, B,(C,(P)) are precisely the B,(G)-subpairs [7, Chap. III, 7.11 
Thus the Brauer homomorphism 
Brz: Z(FG) + Z(FC,(P)) 
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mapsfb(G) ontof,(C,(P)). Here i denotes the sum of the different G-con- 
jugates of x and R,. the G-conjugacy class of x. Hence we get 
O,,,(G) = <supp,f,(G)) 2 (supp,f,(C,(J7)) = 0,&C,(P)) 
For the first equality note that N:= N,(P) = N,v(P) and C,(P) = C,(P). 
Since P and C,,,(P) are normal in N, B,(N) is the only block of FN which 
covers B,( C,( P)) [ 3, Chap. V, 3. lo]. Hence fO( C,( P)) =fO( N,( P)). 
2.3. Remark. As we have shown, the assertion in 2.2 is an immediate 
consequence of the fact that the Brauer homomorphism Brz maps f,(G) 
onto ,fO( C,( P)). In the class of p-constrained groups, 2.2 conversely implies 
Bt$(fh(G)) =,fJC,(P)). To see this, note first that for a p-constrained 
group G the centrally primitive idempotent f,,(G) is of the form 
1 
‘fo(G)= lO,W)l ,q&g 
[IS, Chap. VII, 13.61. 
Thus, since local subgroups of p-constrained groups are again p-con- 
strained, Theorem 2.2 yields that 
O,~KXP)) = 0,&C,(P)) E O,(G) = O,,(G), 
hence 
O,.( C,( P)) = O,,(G) n C,(P). 
The action of P by conjugation on O,.(G) shows that 
lO,dG)l = IO,,(G) n C,(p)I (mod PI. 
Hence the Brauer homomorphism Brg maps 
1 
fo(G) = lOJG)l ,e;,<;j g 
onto 
I 
2.4. LEMMA. Let H he a normal subgroup of G containing O,(G) and let 
P be a Sylow p-subgroup of H. Jf C,(P) @ H, then each minimal normal 
subgroup N qf HC,(P)/H is a nontrivial p-group or p = 2 and N is 
isomorphic to a direct product of copies of Mathieu groups Mz2 or Mz4. 
Proqf: By the Frattini argument, we have 
X:= HC,( P) 5 HN,(P) = G 
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Since O,,(G) E H c X, Lemma 1.2(i) yields that 
f,(H) =fo(J’-1 =fo(G). (*I 
Now let rt denote the canonical epimorphism from X onto X:= X/H. Then 
by a result of Kiilshammer [6], 71 induces a one-to-one correspondence 
between the set 
{B 1 B a p-block of FX covering B,(H)} 
and the set B&,(x) of all p-blocks of FT. By (* ), B,(X) is the unique p- 
block of FX covering B,(H). Thus 1 Bl,(Y)l = 1, and therefore IBl,(N)I = 1 
for all normal subgroups m of X. In particular, O,(B) = (1). Assume that 
R= S, x ... x S, is a minimal normal subgroup of X where the Si are non- 
abelian simple groups whose order is divisible by p. If p is odd, a recent 
result of Brockhaus and Michler [2] yields that ~Bl,,(S,)~ 2 2, hence 
I Bl,(N)[ > 2, a contradiction. 
Using Harris’ result in [4], we also get a contradiction for p = 2 if the S, 
are not isomorphic to M,, or M,,. 
2.5. THEOREM. VP ~2, then CG(f') z Oh.,(G)for PE SY~,(O~~,~(G)). 
(As usual, O,0,,(G) denotes the complete preimage of O,(G/O,(G)) in G.) 
ProojY Apply 2.4 with H = O,,,(G). By definition of O,0,,(G), the socle 
of HC,(P)/H does not contain a nontrivial normal p-subgroup of 
HC,(P)/H. (Note that HC,(P) 3 G by the Frattini argument.) 
Thus 2.4 yields that C,(P) c O,,,(G). 
2.6. THEOREM. If”p # 2, then O,(G) = O,*(G). 
Proof Put H,:= O,,,(G) and K:= O,*(G). By 2.1, we have O,(G) & 
0,4G). 
Thus we can define H/H,:= O,(K/H,). Since HI! K, the second 
property in the definition 1.4 of a p*-group yields that 
K= HC,(P), where P is a Sylow p-subgroup of H. 
Now assume that H is a proper subgroup of K. Applying 2.4 with K = G, 
we get that the socle of K/H contains a nontrivial normal p-subgroup of 
K/H. This contradicts the construction of H. Thus H = K and therefore 
H, = K, since OP(K) = K by 1.4(i). 
2.7. THEOREM. For p odd, the following conditions are equivalent. 
(a) G is p-constrained. 
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(b) O,W) = 0,&G). 
(c) O,.(G) = O,,(G). 
Proof (a) * (b). Since G is p-constrained, we have ,f,(G) = 
(lllOJG)l) CnEOp~tGjg, by C% Chap. VII, 13.61. 
(b) 3 (c). Apply 2.6. 
(c) * (a). This follows immediately from 2.5 and 2.6. 
2.8. Remark. If p is even the results in 2.5-2.7 are false in general, since 
the Mathieu groups M,, and M,, have only one 2-block. In this case we 
have to replace the functor 0,0 by a,0 where a,(G):= O,(G) O,,, x(G) and 
X(G) denotes the product of all components of the layer E(G) related to 
M,, and M,,. In fact, d,&G) coincides with O,.(G) and O,,,(G) is well 
known if O,.(G) is known (see [9]). 
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